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Hierarchy of Evaluation
The following graph shows in detail the intricate
check and balance system associated with the
prospective Residential College structure:

26, 1995

College plan OK'd
Bv AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANACINC EOITOII

''

Provost
Murray State took another step toward
next year's full implementation of the residential college system Tuesday when
President Kern Alexander approved the
job
descriptions of the faculty heads and
Residential
further
faculty involvement.
College Head
Roger Reichmuth, interim assistant
dean of the College of Fine Arts and
Communications, presented the description, which his committee has been working on since last spring.
Residential
The approved college head description,
College
was
also accompanied by a three-tiered
Council
structure of faculty involvement including
fellows, mentors and advocates. In addition, a strictly advisory (non-policy making, non-supervisory) council made of the
Fellow
residential college head, representatives
Area Coordinators
from the residence hall directors, area
Monitors
coordinators,
fellows, mentors and advoAdvocates
cates was approved.
Direct ors
The subcommittee defines the residential college head as a tenured faculty member who leads one of nine colleges.
"The decision to make tenure a requireSource: Resld«<tJal College Subconm'rtee on Heads and FtJtiOws
ment was a protective device that we felt
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor was important in fairness to a person who

All in the fantily
Bv REBECCA
ST~FF

Doun

WRITER

Most
Murray
State
University students· have to
travel home to see their families , but the Givens family iS'lln
exception.
Seven members of the family
are currently enrolled at
Murray State; Steve and Joyce
Givens, Bing and Stephanie
Thomas, Eric and Libby
Carlson, and Jill Vincent are
all attending the University.
The parents, Steve and Joyce
Givens, both enrolled at

Murray State in the fall semester of 1994. Givens decided to
apply to the University after
the. company for which he
worked laid off several employees. Neither Givens nor his
wife .tiad any prior university
experience.
Both will graduate in May
with degrees in early childhood
developm,.ent.
After Steve and Joyce Givens
enrolled, they encouraged their
son-in-law Bing Thomas- who
had been laid off from his job as
well-i.o apply. He decided to
s tart college in the spring

We are looking for
faculty who have a
record of wor~ing well
with students.

'

Don Robertson
would become a head or seek to,"
Reichmuth said.
Reichmuth said part of the head's
responsibility will be to promote the interaction of faculty and staff with students in
academic and non-academic settings.
"Bringing an academic perspective and
demonstrated involvement with student
growth, the head works with the
Residential College Council and is supported by the Student Affairs Staff in developing and implementing the Residential
College plan at the University," Reichmuth
·
said.
Responsibilities of the college heads will
range from recruiting and leading faculty,
staff and community members to serve as

fellows, mentors and advocates of the college, to the leading, planning and development of college programming and supplies
budget.
The subcommittee has stated that the
heads will act as ombudspersons for students in the residential college, and serve
as advisors to the residential college governance system. Although the heads will
have the opportunity to reside in the residential colleges, this is not a requirement.
Reichmuth said the college heads will
receive a one-quarter reduction in their
teaching load each semester, as well as a
one-half reduction in the depa~ental,
(college) advising and committee assignments.
"We didn't think it would be wise to
design the position as a half time or three
quarter position until we implement the
system," Reichmuth said. "We want to
keep it low keyed at the beginning and see
what happens from there."
He said heads will receive a summer
stipend of 15% of the 10-month salary, but
he also noted that those already on a 12month salary would not be eligible for the
college head position. Reichmuth said this
is because they need the summer to preSee RESIDENTIAIJ1 0

RE'MEMBERING

semester of 1995, pursuing a
degree in criminal justice. He
has since changed his major to
child development. He will
graduate in December with an
associate ·degree in child development.
Thomas' wife Stephanie also
enrolled that semester after
taking several years off from
school w start a family. She is a
senior majoring in accounting
and computer science.
The Givens' daughter Jill
Vincent is currently in her second semester at Murray State.
See FAMILY/10

Sparks may see change
BY SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOR STAFF WRIT£R

While steps are being taken
to make the campus look more
aesthetically pleasing on the
outside, more changes could be
taking place on the ins ide.
One possible change would
involve the movement of three
departments in Sparks Hall.
John Fitzgibbon. interim vice
president for administrative
services,
s aid
it's
the

University's intent to proceed
with the move, but proposal
still needs final approval from
President Kern Alexander.
If approved, changes would
begin next semester when the
school relations department
would move from the first floor
of Sparks Hall to the fifth floor
of the building.
This move would create more
space for the admissions and
registrars office. Dean of
admissions Phil Bryan said the

proposed move would provide
the admissions office with some
much needed space.
"'We are extremely crowded
down here and we need more
space," Bryan said.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said the change will
be a positive one for his department.
"I think it's a good move that
will provide a positive and
classy environment for our visSee CHANGf/1 0

Text Web access available
How to get on the Web

B Y SHElDON STAATS
ON-liNE meroR

• Log on to the Music system.
• From the Main menu choose
'Internet'
• From the Internet menu
choose 'WEB'
• Enter your user I. D. when
prompted.
• Start by using the Yahoo
Web server.
If you need more information
call the help des~ at 762-2346

World Wide Web Internet access is now available in text
form w all students, faculty and staff at no charge.
Linda Miller, systems analyst for administration services and information resources, announced that text Web
access is available through the campus Music system.
The World Wide Web is an Internet tool that allows the
transmission of text, graphical, video and sound.
The Internet, known as the information superhighway,
allows communication through a computer to a wealth of
information the world over. Text material will be available through campus connections and via modem.
Miller said this was the next step in providing compreSheldon Staats/On-line Editor · hensive free access to Internet resources through campus.

News

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
Harold Kuhn (standing), adviser of Gamm a Beta Phi, W ayne Harper (right), associate director
of Facilities Management. and Benny Gibson erect a memorial to G inger Ada m s.

Reach out and touch ...
MSU's new Racer-Touch phone registration system is set
to replace the lines _in ·
the Curris Center.
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Lotus 1-2-3

Friday, October 27
•Food Services - Sugar Cube and Long John Silver's will close at
6 p.m. Winslow will have regular hours. All other services will be
closed.
•Interviews- Texas Instruments, Stafford, Texas will conduct interviews for selected Electrical Engineering technology majors.

Saturday, October 28
•Food Services - Sugar Cube and Long John Silver's will close at
6 p.m. Winslow will have regular hours. All other services will be
·
closed.
•Fair- •Be Your Best: Health, Fitness and Safety Fair, 10 a.m.- 3
p.m., Stewart Stadium.

Sunday, October 29
•Food Services - Freshens, Hart Deli and T'Room will be closed.
All other services will have regular hours.

Monday, October 30
•Available - Map reports available for those who have previously
received one, or if you received a l~tter inviting you to the meeting,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m., across from the Book Store, Curris Center. Photo
1.0. required. For more information call 762-6855.

Studyabroad.com

Tuesday, October 31
•Production- MSU TV-11 will re-air the controversiai"Unabomber
Manifesto" at 6:30 p.m.

.

Wednesday, November 1
Andy lee/ Staff

Brent Thompson,senior from Murray, works on a lathe, shaping
a piece of wood during a class In the Applied Science Bulldl.ng.

Lyon County scholarships

The Laura and Ben H. Smith Memorial Scholarship program
was created specifically to help graduates of Lyon County High
School attending Murray State.
Applicants must, be graduates of Lyon County High School and
residents of Lyon County.
Qualified students attending Murray State, or those transferring to the University from an accredited college, may be eligible
for a Memorial Scholarship. Applicants must have earned at
least 30 credit hours each year and maintained a 3.0 GPA in 24
of the credit hours.
Students meeting the these criteria are encouraged to apply
. for these scholarships.
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Lieutenant Governor Paul
Applicants will be required to apply by letter and confirm
Patton and all of the Democratic candidates for offices in
their intention to acquire a baccalaureate degree. Students will
Calloway County will be at the Natienal Guard Armory on highalso be required to submit grade transcripts from the two previway 121 N. tonight.
ous semesters.
The event will begin at 7 p.m. and will include free food and a
The deadline for scholarship application for the 95/96 school
live Country and Western band. At 8 p.m., all of the candidates
year is April 15.
will be given the chance to apeak. ·
Send applications to Laura and Ben H. Smith Memorial, 217
For more information call the Calloway County Democratic
. Jenkins Rd., Eddyville, Ky 42038. For more information call
Headquarters at 767-0435.
(502) 388-2305.

-

Democratic rally
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Don't let ghost
spooll you this ·
Halloween Season

tJtl

paper cleanup
good thru Nov. 4)

With a makeover and photo session ...
pamper yourself!

Ashley Brooks
762 - 4080
or ~House
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Look And Feel
Fantastic ...

(T ollet

COST

Ofle

0 tO~ At Neon·Beach

Buy your ghost insert now!

Nov. 2, 3, & 4 only
Call today through Oct. 31 for an appointment
$25 sitting fee includes a 16X20 portrait
812 Whitnell
753-3333

at 759 - 9055
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Murray State is sponsoring a workshop that will give computer users the popular spreadsheet software Lotus 1-2-3, Version
: 4.0 for Windows.
"Beginning Lotus 1-2-3" is designed for the novice computer
operator with some keyboarding skills.
This four-week course will cover formula for spreadsheets,
finance functions, graph construction. printing worksheets and
portions of worksheets, moving and copying information cell-tocell, colors, built-in functions, font sizes and how to save and
retrieve documents.
"Beginning Lotus 1-2-3" will meet on Mondays from 6 to 9
p.m. The class will begin on Nov. 6, with additional sessions on
Nov. 13, 20, and 27. The class will be instructed by Buddy
Krizan, professor of business administration. A tuition fee of
$100 includes a diskette and a Lotus 1-2-3 handbook.
An intermediate course of Lotus 1-2-3 is scheduled for the
spring semester.
For additional information, or to register for the class, visit
Murray State's Office of Community Education, 207 Collins
Center or call 762-2160.

A complete on-line resource center, Studyabroad.com makes
its official debut on Nov. 1.
A contest will begin the Studyabroad.com, offering dozens of
prizes. The grand prize is a British Airways round-trip ticket to
anywhere in the world. The second prize is a two month
Eurobus pass. While students are on-line they can register for
the drawing.
Studyabroad.com can be accessed on the internet by pointing a
web browser to http://www.studyabroad.com.
Studyabroad.com is also home to the Study Abroad Forum, a
venue
for the discussion of study abroad topics. The Forum will
1
also publish press releases regarding study abroad programs.
Anyone interested in submitting articles or news releases can
E-mail
them to forum@studyabroad.com. This access taps you
1
into the wealth of information which exists on the Internet.
The site is organized so that students can select a country
• that they are interested in and view and download listings of all
the institutions oft'ering Pl'OIJ
in t1aat eumatty'.
'
Another portion of the Web Site allow. ....,rs w browse
through services and producta related to studying abroad such
as health ipaurance, travel ~~ Aoawial aid information
and related merchandise. '
'

The ~urray State News

•Exhibition - Advanced Drawing Group Exhibition (thru Nov. 21 ),
Eagle Gallery.
•Exhibit - Photography Group Exhibit (thru Nov. 21), Curris Center
Gallery.
•Deadline - Bachelor of Art and Bachelor of Science degree packets are due for May graduation.
-open riding - Public invited to bring horses, between 5-10 p.m.,
to the West Ke~tucky Exposition Center for event practice and
open arena riding. Admission free.

Thursday, November 2
•Fair- Study Abroad Fair, 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m., second floor, Curris
Center. Information and free international food will be available.
•Concert- Choir Fall Concert, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission free.

Poetry sought for book
EPS Publishing Company is accepting general poetry for its
upcoming 1996 winter book project entitled "Reflections of Life."
Poets are invited to send one or two original poems of 24 lines
or fewer on any subject.
The deadline has been set for December 31, 1995. Applicants
are urged to make copies of their poetry. The company will not
return submissions.
•
Please submit all poems to: EPS Publishing Company, 19116
Tillman Rd., Long Beach, MS 39560.

Peppermill's
gourmet 0 gift shoppe
Gourmet coffee *· Fresh cheeses
Kitchenware * Dinnerware
CuI inary accessories
Unique traditional gifts
Gourmet gift baskets * Bridal registry

"Peppermill's ..... always in gcod taste."
928 S. 12th St., Murray 753-5679
126 Market House Square, Paducah 442-0410

GO
RACERS!

111 Wilson HaU, 2609 University Station

Murray Sta University
Murray, KY 42071-3301
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Students schedule by phone
hours and alternate courses
tiecause the main frame will
tell you if a class is closed."

JACOB BURGESS
STAff WRITER

Advanced scheduling for the
spring semester is just two
weeks away, and the admissions office is getting the last
minute details ready for the
new phone registration program, Racer-Touch.
Racer·Touch is the program
that will allow students to register, drop/add and pay tuition
by credit card on a touch tone
phone. In addition, RacerTouch users will not have to
pay the $5 drop/add
"It's been designed on a
backbone that would make it
expandable," said Mary Smith,
admissions system coordinator. "There is a real interest (in
the future) to check grades and
waiting lists for classes... it's
all from one to three years
away."
Racer-Touch works like any
registration s ystem. The student makes out a trial schedule with his advisor. However,
instead of going to the Currie
Genter Ballroom on t.he scheduled day to register, he just
calls on his set day and time.

ree:

The day after a student has
made their schedule, it can be
picked up at the Admissions
office in Sparks Hall.
The student's Social Security
number and birthday are the
only ID numbers needed to
start the registration process.
"Be prepared,'' Smith said.
"Be sure you have down entry
numbers, course numbers,
department numbers, credit

The system has 32 lines and
can hold another 32 waiting
calls. Each student will be
allowed 10 minutes for their
call. After 10 minutes the call
is disconnected, but every class
they have registered for is
saved.

The system also has the ability to tell if a student has
exceeded his number of hours,
time conflict. and restricted
status (probation).

Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar, bas been
looking at universities with
touch tone capability for the
~ast three years and having
companies give presentations
on their systems with fewer
problems.
Bryan then gave a presentation to the Board of Regents
and they approved the idea
The winner of the bid was
Paraphonics from New York
who also makes other touch
tone systems for other companies.
Smith said one reason for
Racer-Touch is the number of
older, commuter, and graduate
students who do not have time
to go from building to building
to register or drop a class.
The admissions office is
worKing on adding prerequis ites,
Murray
Academic
Progress or MAP, and rules on
GPA to the system in the next
couple of years.
Although the system promis-

Terrapin Station
920 S. 12th St. Bei·Alr Center 753-8926

I

~~
~I

New and Used: Cassettes • CO's
Special Orders -Trade ins Welcome

I
I

With this co upo n re ce ive $ 2 off any ne w or used C D
( Coupon expin•s N ov. I 0 · Singles a nd n1.1xis not mclu<h·d )

es to streamline the registration process, some people have
raised coneems about the ease
with which a person could
change another student's
schedule, and the possible
decline of the importance of
the adviser to the student.
To combat this, a personal
identification .n umber (PIN)
system is being installed. Each
student will have a PIN similar to the ones in use for bank
cards. The PIN system is one
year away from being ready.
Dr. Marlene Campbell, associate professor of computer
service and information systems, talked about the role of
the adviser.
'"The adviser knows about
everything they do, extracurricular activities and even
what they do in class," said
Campbell on what should not
be lost in the student-advisor
relationship.
Other systems can be added
to Paraphonics' main frame.
One of these is an advisor identification number and other
information that would help
the adviser stay in contact
with the student.
The
admissions
office
already has a plan ready . in
case the system crashes.
The registration will take
place for 10 days. If the system
crashes, the admissions office
will resort to five days in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
Racer-Touch can be called at
762-3500. Changes for the
spring semester wilJ start on
Nov. 27.

2:37 a.m. Calloway County Distnct Jail advised that
Craig A. Shepherd had been arrested tor allegedly
carrying a concealed weapon, using someone else's
drivers license and driving under the influence.
9:53 p.m. Vehicles were found vandalized in White
Hall's parking lot. Criminal mischief was done to vehicles belonging to Paul Steezyk, Kevin Hood and
Brian Murrah. A stereo, CO's and clothes were missing from Scott Smith's vehicle and tapes were stolen
from a vehicle belonging to Cynthia Waddell.

Oc1ober1&

• Dr. Roger Reichmuth reported Lovett Auditorium
had been vandalized. Someone had sprayed two fire
extinguishers on curtains, rugs and seats. Damage
was minimal and facilities management Is in charge
of cleaning up the area.
• Two mtssing bicycles, valued at $600, were recovered.
October 17
• Andrew Batts reported the theft of computer parts
from equipment in the Business Building.
October 18
8:28 a.m. An off1cer found a window broken in Woods
Hall. It was reported to facilities management for
repair.
2:46 p.m. There was an auto accident behind Woods
Hall. No Injuries were reported.
3:47 p.m. Kids were reported playing on the fire
escape of the Fine Arts Building.
4:50 p.m. There was a report of skate boarders in the
area of Winslow Cafeteria.
4:58 p.m. There was a report of two ~pie on the
roof of Hester Hall. They were removed from the roof.
• A stolen computer was recovered in a residence
hall on campus from the room of Devonne Clay
Campbell, from Elkton. The computer had been
taken from a storage area at the housing office earlier
in the summer. Campbell was arrested and charged
with receiving stolen property.
October 19

2:31 a.m. Neil Vowells wrecked his bike on the
pedestrian bridge over Chestnut Street. He requested
an ambulance and was transported to MurrayCallaway County Hospital where he was treated and
released.
3:53 p.m. There was a bicycle accident near Hester
and Springer Halls. Beatrice Gilliam, 212 College
Courts, exited the sidewalk into the Hester Hall Drive
and into the path of a turning vehicle. An ambulance
was dispatched for Gilliam. She was given first aid
for her tnjuries.
9:09p.m. Amy D. Whitlow, a non-student from
Prospect. was arrested and charged with alcohOl
intoxication and drinking alcohol in a public place.
Whitlow was lodged in the Calloway County District
Jail.
October 20

2:26 a.m. There was a complaint of people making
noise outside Hester Hall.

Thanks

Alison Burton and NiJd Stewart
Teeter for Tots
was Great!
Love,

%e Sisters ofA"LA

October 21
1:55 a.m. Calloway·County District Jail advised
Russell Smith had been arrested and charged with
driving under the influence.
3:09 p.m. There was a report of water balloons
being thrown from Hester Hall.
11:23 p.m. There was an auto accident on N. 15th
Street behind Pogue Ubrary. No injuries were reported.
October 22

12:09 a.m. There was a report of two females lighting
outside of Franklin Hall.
9:29 p.m. lllere was a noise complaint from the 200
block of College Courts.
October23

12:59 a.m. There was a noise complaint in the area
of Clark Hall.

11 :35 a.m. A waste paper can was on fire outside of
Sparks Hall. The fire was extinguished.
10:43 a.m. There was a report of an unauthorized
man in Springer Hall. Chris Richmond, from Mayfield,
had been banned from the hall. He was cited to
Calloway District Court for criminal trespassing!
Richmond was warned to stay away from residence
halls.

11:46 a.m. There was a hit and run auto accident in
the 15th street parking lot.
11:46 a.m. A Calloway County Sheritrs Department
Deputy arrested Allen Bernard Jenkins from Hart Hall.
Jenkins had been charged with alcohol intoxication
and disorder1y conduct and had failed to appear in
court. He was arrested on a warrant from the Dtstrict
Court for contempt of court and was lodged in the
Calloway County District Jail.
Racer Patrol Escorts -18
Motorist Assists - 9

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray State News staff from materials
available to the public at the Public Safety office.

T,-easure House of Gifts
641 South Highway
Southside Manor

Shopping Center

We Ship UPS and
are a Postal
Contract Station

"

,,

, Call Us at 753-6798
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IN OUR OPINION

Racer-Touch might
be dialing up trouble
There should be a hold on the new Racer-Touch
phone registration program until the system is perfected.
We know the system would add more convenience
to the registration process by allowing a ten minute
telephone call to replace the long lines students wait
in while going through regular registration.
We would like to see each student assigned a
Personal Identification Number from the beginning
because of the possibility of someone acquiring
another student's social security number and birth
date. This is possible because of students losing their
Racer cards all over campus on a daily basis.
We feel that students also may not meet with their
advisers to discuss what courses they are supposed
to take and end up prolonging their time in school.
Until the system is truly secure, the University
should hold off on using the Racer-Touch system
until it can be used without causing problemB.

October 26,

tm

People should accept one another
I am a hated man. I am hated Christian?" It's very easy. You
not only for who. I am, but also look at the right wing, see how
for my ideas, far they are from the teachings
my lifestyle of Christ, who said, "Love your
In
choices, and enemies. Do good to those who
My
my personal hurt you." Somehow, I don't see
too many so-called Christians
troubles.
Opinion
I
am
a obeying that one.
Christian
I'm not judging. I'm simply
American calling it as I see it. I have my
white male own personal faults, but I don't
with liberal hold myself up as an ideal
Democratic Christian, either.
There are those in this world
tendencies.
There are who would kill me simply
even those because I am an American, or
have utterly hate me for it.
who
Cuest
trouble with
If they got to know me and/or
Comnentator
that. I have ·my views, they would see that
heard mem- I'm not the typical "Arrogant
. hers of my of own faith, my American", as two foreign stubrethren in Christ, attack me dents referred to us.
for my politics.
There are those who hate me
I have heard it said, "How for the color of my skin. Those
can one be liberal and who do are just as racist as I

would be if I hated people for
their race.
There are those women who
call me terrible names because
of my gender, but actually, I
believe women are equal.
On a more personal level,
anyone can be hated for being a
member of any group, race,
gender, or social class. I am
hated on a much deeper level
by my peers.
I am hated because I am different than everybody else, and
that hurts me worst of all.
In a way, I can't help being
different. I have Tourette's
Syndrome, which is a neurological disorder. I have a much different set of problems than
anyone else.
I have had the role of being
what some people call a freak,
thrust upon me since a.n early
age.

I have always been the last
one chosen for any game, the
one left out and the one nobody
wants to be around much.
With such hate from one's
peers and all the nice little
names and comments, it is easy
to develop a tough, hard-nosed
attitude of "me against the
world."
When you have this kind of
attitude, you start living with a
kind of pain that is indescribable, yet the worst thing that
can happen is acceptance, for
that would mean surrender,
that you did something wrong.
There is a conscious effort by
society, especially American
high school and college-agepeople, to reject those who are
different, especially those who
are different from others who ·
are different. And the vicious
cycle starts...

CHE decision makes
Murray State region leader
The Council on Higher Education ensured Murray
State's role as as the regional university in western
Kentucky.
The decision will allow Murray State and the
University of Kentucky to work together at PCC to
have an engineering arrangement that is just as
strong as the one Murray State has with the
University of Louisville
We support this decision and have the utmost confidence in President Alexander as he works on an
agreement with the University of Kentucky. Now
that the way has been cleared for Murray State to
take on the program, President Alexander will have
to set the course for MSU and UK.
We are happy that the CHE decision also focused
on Murray State offering more courses at PCC along
with the engineering program.
This decision further extends Murray State's role
in the western Kentucky region. It will also allow
students from Paducah who might be commuting to
the MSU main campus for course work to remain in
Paducah and complete their major there.
Now that MSU is at the forefront of this program,
we hope that Murray State will prove to the CHE
that their decision was a good one.
We hope this will calm the water between Paducah
and Murray. Part of the reason Paducah wanted the
engineering program could be perceived as a matter
of access and a course-driven economic development
project rather than for higher education jurisdiction.

M:NEWS
111 Wilson Hall
2609 Univenity Station

Murray State Univenity
Murray, Kentucky 420'71-3301

Student finds grades more important
One of the greatest headaches known to
a college student is the status of his or her
GPA
Another is the constant
lack of money. As a firstsemester freshman, I
have been faced with
these two worries since
day one.
In an attempt to solve
the money problem, I
took on a 16-hour-aweekjob.
This solved the money
problem, but it also presented another problem.
MclAUGHLIN
After working from two
Qlest
to six, I had no desire to
Commentator
sit down for the remainder of the evening and
try do my homework.
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What are you going to do
during the Fall Break?
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Michael Johnson

would continue to fall.
If I could not keep a high enough GPA, I
would Jose my scholarship and have to go
home. I certainly did not want that to happen.
I finally made my decision. My grades
were much more important than my acquisition of spending money. Yes, it was nice
to have money, if I could keep my grades
up at the same time.
I would be losing thousands of dollars in
scholarship money. I quit my job.
Although I have only been unemployed
for a few days now, I am already enjoying
it. I now have much more time to study and
take care of business that I would normally not have time for.
Since I am now getting my homework
done much earlier, I have the entire
evening to relax and enjoy myself. Maybe
now I will finally get enough sleep.

I,I,EGE VIEWS

Jonathan Oliver

Tom Kimmel

When I fmally decided to get to work, it
was so late that I could not concentrate on
my work.
I rarely studied. All I had time to do was
my homework, and that was on a good day.
I often stayed up until four in the morning
trying desperately to finish my homework
so that I could at least have halfwaydecent grades.
Well, folks, the human body needs a lot
more than three hours of sleep. Although I
desperately tried to squeeze in a 20-minute
nap when I could, I still was not getting
enough sleep.
I thought I was managing to get by well
enough until my mid-term grades came in.
At that point I finally realized that something had to be done.
I did not want to quit work, because that
would mean that I would have no money.
But I knew that if I did not quit, my grades
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"I'm staying here
and catching up
on homework."

David Earles
Junior, Paducah

"Nothing good;
working."

Dion Smith
Junior, Greenville, Miss.
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BY SLONE H UTCHISON

International students adjust to life at MSU
They come from everywhere - have very little.They are not starvAntigua to Venezuela- and repre- ing by any means, but they don't
sent 51 countries. They are inter- have much. I eventually want to go
national students, and they have a back home and work with some
great deal to say about life at form of economic development;
perhaps I can help."
Murray State.
Svetlana Seryogina, junior from
Bojang said he wants to stress
Russia, said she came to the that both American and intema•
United States because she wanted tional students should make an
to travel and get to know other. cul- effort to interact with each other
tures.
outside the classroom..
"It wasn't hard to aCij ust to the
"I think both sides are miaaiDg
culture over here because I didn't out and that they, could both. stand
expect anything," Seryogina said. to benefit from interaction with
"Everyone here U. so kind and so each other~" Bojang said. I would
helpful. I've met loti of friends and ~like to eee more interaetion
I feel very at home here."
and people leamiug more aboUt
"I plan to finiah school here andl each others culture."
Raoui Bax, freahman frOm the
would like to stay for several yean
to gain some ex~rience in the art Netherlands, said he came here to
field," Seryogina said.
play tennis and experience life.
Seryogina said having an
t'It is ve.ry toUgh to study in my
American roommate baa been very country and 1 wan~ to continue
helpful in the miDor acijilstments with SP.Qrts mof8, and I also wantshe has had to inab.
ed to learn the la~age," Bax
"I had to a<ijuat to tbinp like the said.
Bax said be does not mi88 much
money system and the telephone,
but my roommate helps me with about home, but he does mila the
food.
things like that,"~ said.
Lamin Bojang, graduate student
~burgers and hot dop are
from West Africa, said the most gOOd, but 1 ean't eat them everydifficult thing to adjust to was the (lay/' Bax said. -rhe food in my
cold weather.
country ia more healthy. It has less
"I came here in January,"'.Bojang fat. more vitamins and gives you
said. "The weather doesn't get told more strength. I like some vanetY
where rm from.,
in my food. In my amnby we eat
Bojang said his primary reason more Ygfetables and a lot of beef."
for coming to America was to get a
Bax said the mternational office
higher education.
makes every effort to get students
"There are no colleges where I involved on the campus.
am from," Bojang said. "People
"I went to boarding school in

Germany and there we had to go it
alone," Bax said. "We had to find
friends and things to do by ourselves. Here they explain everything and help you with meeting
people and getting integrated. It's
very nice."
Alex Nanian, senior from
Armenia, said in some ways things
were not at all what he expected
here in the U.S.
~ in Murray people are very
.friqcl).y: Nanian said. "People in
~ cltiesjult aren't like that."
Nanian saia his experience of
studying in a different country has
had a tremendous impact on him.
"It helps you to understand
yourself better," Nanian said. "It is
also a great way to gain experience
and learn a new l~guage."
Rob Hart, junior. from England,
said he :likes it here, but the language is tOtally dilferent.
"When I ~rst came here I actually had peo.Be aa me what language I spoke because my accent
was so strong," Hart said. "Slang
words her8 mean a totally different
iD England. I didn't even
realize /86me of the words we use
at hcMbe were slang until I got
here,"'
}J.art said he has always wanted
to come to America.
"I miss my friends and family,
but I had always dreamed of coming to America to play football, and
now I'm doing it."
Pedro Stiassni, sophomore from
Venezuela, said he came to the

thi._

Phot~om

Kimmel Managing Editor

Paiuhut Hlrunsi, a graduate st udent from Thailand, studies dllligently in
the Wat erfie ld library.

U.S. to study environmental engineering technology.
"I am getting my degree here
because, where I come from, I can
make much more money ·with a
degree from a university in
America," Siassni said.

Stiassni said in Venezuela the U.S.
is perceived as being very free.
"There is a great deal of freedom
here, but you can't just do anything you want," Stiassni said.
"There are a lot more rules here
than I thought there would be."

Visiting students
lack transportation

Tom KimmeV Managing Editor

Victor Manrov a senior from Russia, and David Shive ly a senio r from Owensboro chat outside
Faculty Hall.

Students bridge the culture gap
through friendship connection
For internaT i m
tional students
McSwain,
It is sometimes very difficult to
who find it diffisenior fr om
cult to know
Paris, Tenn.,
get to know American people
Americans, the
said he particInternational
ipates in the
because international students
Studies
proprogram
gram and the
because
he
usually stay together.
department of
thinks many
American
international
Humanics
is
Katarina Jaakola s t u d e n t s
offering a soluwould benefit
tion.
by
having
Roger Weis, director of American Humanics, someone make them feel more comfortable here
said the International Friendship Connection in the United States.
was started about three years ago as a service
"The atmosphere here is just so much different
program.
for them," McSwain said.
"The purpose of the program is for people to
Katarina Jaakola, graduate student from
develop a better understanding of each other's Finland said the program has proven to be quite
cultures," Weis said. "Students are placed in helpful for her.
groups according to their interests."
"It is sometimes very difficult to get to know
Anne Saartcinen, program assistant for the American people because international students
international friendship connection, said this usually stay together," Jaakola said. "Our group
semester six American and 15 international stu- plans to play mini-golf and to go bowling, and I'm
dents got together to form groups of four or five very excited because I have never done either one
people.
before. It is nice to have something to do besides
"Each group designs their own goals and activ- just go to the movies, because you can't talk
ities," Saarteinen said. "Everyone seems very there."
enthusiastic and to be looking forward to it very
Weis said the program has been successful and
much."
has always received positive responses.
Saarteinen said international students want a
Although the groups for this semester are
chance to learn about Americans.
already established, anyone wishing to volunteer
"They want to be able to tell people about their may do so next semester.
own country and possibly make a friend,"
Additional information about the program may
Saarfeinen said. "The American students also felt be obtained from the department of American
they wanted to learn about another culture and Humanics in the Carr Health Building or by conbe a helping hand for those that might need it."
tacting Roger Weis at 762-3808.

''

''

It's the weekend. You're tired of star- wouldn't walk anywhere else alone.
ing at the walls of your not-so-spacious
"Sometimes we go to the movies
room. A ~tltrip c;o~ld. he~p your state after dark, but we always go in a large
of mind,'\but what if%.u1 tlon't 1ha\te a 1 group;" Eregtoa said.
•
car?
'' 1
Eregtoa said it is strange living in a
'1
•
"
A concern among international stu- city with no public transportation.
dents is the lack of transportation.
"It would help if there was at least a
Although a shuttle service to and link between here and Paducah,"
from the Nashville airport is offered by Eregtoa said.
the
Center
for
International
Lyndon Hepburn, senior from the
Programs, there is no local service and Bahamas, said one of the worst times
very little public transportation avail- to deal with transportation hassles is
able.
on the weekend.
Karine Nunes, freshman from
"When everyone is gone on the weekBrazil, said the lack of transportation end and you want to go somewhere it
options in Murray causes several prob- is hard because, being from another
lema.
country, you don't have many friends
"You can't choose where you want to to take you places," Hepburn said. "It
go," Nunes said: "You can't be as inde- gets to be quite a problem waking up
pendent as you would like to be, every morning and saying 'oh, I wish I
because you depend on other people to had a car'."
take you where you want to go. Some
Anton Trusilov, junior from the forof my classes are at the Expo center mer Soviet Union, said transportation
and I often have get people to take me is also an issue for him.
there."
"Sometimes wh en I'm walking
Aina Eregtoa, senior from the former friends notice me and pick me up,"
Soviet Union, said transportation Trusilov said.
poses a big problem for her.
Trusilov said he plans to get a dri"It is almost impossible to get ver's license soon.
around without a car," Eregtoa said.
"Without a driver's license you can't
"CIP is always ready to provide trans- even rent a car, so if you want to go
portation for us, but it is still hard."
somewhere other than Murray you
"It is really more dangerous than dif- simply can't," Trusilov said.
ficult to walk," Eregtoa said. "We are
Despite the problems the lack of
used to walking at home so that isn't transportation cause, Trusilov said
the problem. This city just wasn't built being a pedestrian in America is better
for pedestrians."
than being one in his country.
Eregtoa said she rarely leaves the . "People are much kinder here than
campus at night.
they are in my country," Trusilov said.
Although Eregtoa said she isn't "At least people.here yield when you
afraid to walk on campus at night she try to cross the street."

International Student Enrollment
The following graph shows the rise in enrollment of International students at
Murray State:
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Sasser speaks on AIDS

CATCHLINE

Bv CAav L Ea.uo, JR.

Sasser said sbaring intravenous needles and
having unprotected sex puts people at high risk
of getting infected, because the mv virus is
"AIDS is a social, behavioral disease, not an found in blood, semen and vaginal secretions.
identity disease: said Sean Sasser, who spoke at
-rusk is risk: Sasser said. "Specific behaviors
the Curris Center on Oct. 18.
'
put you at risk.•
·
Sasser discovered that he had the human
Sasser said not .S haring needles, and •proper
immunodeficiency virus (lDV) eight years ago use of condoms" are ways to prevent infection.
when he was in the Navy.
"'We all just need to be more careful and get
He has travelled to d.ifferent schools across the more educated about HIV," said Shellie Gary,
country since 1991 to explain his experiences freshman from Madisonville.
with being mv positive, dealing with friends he
Sasser feels he made a significant contribution
bas lost to AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency to AIDS education by going on MTV's "Real
Syndrome), and educating people about AIDS. World Ill" with his boyfriend Pedro Zamora, who
Sasser said his health is fine.
was an inspiration for Sasser's AIDS speeches.
Sasser said that HIV is the leading cause of
Zamora, who bad AIDS, died two weeks after
death for gay men between the ages of25 and 44, taping of the •Real World" was completed.
and this fact also creates a stereotype. Sasser
Sasser met Zamora at an AIDS symposium on
said people believe only gay men have HIV, and gay black men where Zamora was the speaker.
that AIDS is a gay man's disease.
Sasser has also done a photo campaign for
Sasser said be is very disturbed that people AIDS awareness and a video project on AIDS.
know how to prevent AIDS but will not use the
"'I really liked the diversity of the audience,"
prevention.
said Anne Benes, assistant director of housing at
"AIDS contraction is at an all-time high even MSU. "It's an issue we really need to hear more
though we know how to prevent it: Sasser said. about."
•rt is a new move for Murray State," said
"I learned to protect myself," said Reggie
Swinton, sophomore from Little Rock, Ark. Viktor Kerney, junior from Union City, Tenn.
•AIDs doesn't matter whether you're homosexu- "He is gay, living with HIV, and he is black and
he is here talking. That is very positive."
al or heterosexual.•
STAff WIITBI

Danny Voweii/Pholo Editor

Bev Cook, senior from Cottage Hills, Ill., prepares to barrel through the hay at Slgn'\a PI's Fall
Fest on Oct. ll. Cook represented Alpha Delta PI sorority In the obstacle course event.

Alexander shows true colors; 'a darker shade of blue'
BY MARTHA DRIVER
RIPOI1U

When rumors of a change in Murray
State University's school colors started circulating, some became concerned. There is no need to worry, the
colors are still blue and gold, however
they are different shades.
The difference is most noticeable on
the signs at the Martha Layne Collins
Building and at Stewart Stadium.

"I have been asked about changes in
the school colors for 15 years," said
John McDonald, director of marketing
and public relations. "All I ever found
on the record books were that the colors were blue and gold. There has
never been a designated color...
McDonald said
the change in
shades was brought on by President
Kern Alexander, who wanted a darker
shade of blue. Alexander also wanted
gold-tone plated letters on signs at the

Sunset Boulevard Music
CD SALE -------t

~--

~

Ozzy Oaboume • Ozzmoala .. • .... • • • •• ..... • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • •• • •• $ 13.99
ACIDC - S.llbreaker •••••• • • • • • ••••• • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 13.-99
A'-" Jackson • Gr..-t· • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • $ 13.99
Bob Seger • If• • Myatery. • •••• • • • •••••••••••• • • • • • • •••••••••••• s 13.99
Uarlllh Carey- O.ydream•• •••• • •• ••••• • •••••• • • • •. • ••••••••• •. • $ 13.99
AZ. .. Doe or Die•••• •• ••• • •••• ••• • •• •••• •• •• • • •• •• •. • •• • • •• •• • • • S 13.. 99
Smashing Pumpkin• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S 1'9..99
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You did an outstanding job on Parents Banquet
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TAKJNA

REBECCA

Dixieland Center
753-6745
Open Daily Monday • Saturday

·.;,......~

MOVIE/PIZZA
NIGHT

to

1

p.m.

All children are welcome to attend the
story hour from 6 · 8 p.m. in the
,-..,""-"Rocking Chair Lounge of the Curris Center.
Pumpkins, paint and refreshments
will be provided
by the University Cenrer Beard.

753 - 0113

f3'~ dht$.~~

"There has been a discussion every
time there has been a change of the
colors," said Charles Outland, assistant
director
of
Facilities
Management. "The color is going back
closer to the color :it was when I was a
student 40 years ago."
Outland said it cost $4,200 to paint
and repair the sign in Stewart
Stadium and about $300 to paint the
sign on the Martha Layne Collins
Building.

Rocking Chair Lounge

'

1 bluck lrr1111 r.15U ""'"'s
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Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, the eighth
president of the University, also preferred dark blue. McDonald said this
was because of Kurth's Navy background.
The changes in colors are usually
thought of and brought about by the
president or the athletic department.
"Every group argues that it isn't the
official color anymore," McDonald
said. "I've heard compliments and
complaints".

Story Hour & Pumpkin Painting

(Dtll. CO)

DIXIeland Center • Chestnut St

football field.
•1 called Centre College, where
President Alexander graduated from,
and checked on the price of the letters," McDonald said. "They were $125
per letter. The president said we
couldn't afford that so then we picked
gold paint.•
McDonald said the gold paint is a
combination of yellow and orange.
The new shade of blue is called black
pepper.
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of Christ • ti()~

The Terrorist lm.own as the
Unabomber wants his philosophy
lm.own. Last month, 1'1le Wasbi06ton
Post published his manifesto. "This
month, so will MSU-TV 11 .
For public review; the treatise of the
Unabomber. Concerning technology,
industry, and the. prediction of a
terribl_, world ahead.

6:30 p.m.
Thursday Nov. 2

Tuesday, Oct. 31

Methodist Center
1315 Payne Center

on cable Channel 11 in
Murray and Mayfield

at 8:30p.m.

L-----------------~
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You will need It - get It now
Is It the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you

Join the growing number of your classmates
who stay for graduate study at Murray State
and give yourself a better opportunity for:
1•

2.

A higher beginning salary thet Ia
compounded throughout your career
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement
Contact vour ct.pamnental graduaU! coordinator or
aJJI the groduau admillions o/fit;a at 762-3756 for
dMuUa.

to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you

v· . ' • h
· rvann s t e safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.

So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

01995 sn~--=:-

Eacll tatje( a:ortans 200 n-g 04 catfere, eQW!ID alxU ro;.o cups 01 cot'.ee ~ cny a; O.llCICd
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Haunted Halloween

AGRs, Lambda Chis experience Ghostly rumors
hauntings in fraternity houses haunt Fine Arts
I

an unseen hand.
and then stop." Mcintyre said. "No one
Todd Tyler, junior from Arlington, ever comes in."
STAFF WRITER
believes he has had a firsthand experi~
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
It was a dark and stormy night...
ence with Mr. Beale.
claim their house is inhabited by the spir~
That phrase begins almost all ghost sto~
"I was alone upstairs and heard some- it of Inez Jenkins.
ries ever told. Truth or folklore, these one come running up the steps," Tyler
Dave Russell, graduate student from
spin~chilling tales would make even the said, "but no one was t here. I had B.R. Metropolis, Ill., lives in the upstairs
bravest person check under the bed or in (Coursey) load the gun and (Chris) Kivett apartment where Inez is supposed to
got a baseball bat, but we never found reside. He said they discovered her name
the closets for spirits.
The brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho fra~ anyone."
by using a Ouija board.
ternity tell their own haunting tales of
A couple of the brothers actually claim
"I checked out the last name," Russell
the ghost of Mr. Elmus Jackson Beale.
to have seen or felt Mr. Beale.
said, "and the man who built the baseFraternity president Justin Downs,
Downs recalled a story from several ment was named Jenkins. He supposedly
senior from Dover, Tenn., said Mr. Beale summers ago. He said Stacy Williams, an killed her sister and she is here to look
built their house during the depr ession, alumni, was alone in the house watching after us."
and his funeral was held in what is now television.
Inside the house, footsteps are heard on
the fraternity's chapter room. Originally
He heard someone walk by and then the stairs, and doors open and shut unexthe room was Beale's bedroom.
stop in the doorway to ask how be was pectedly. Doors which were locked are
"They lowered his coffin outside doing. Williams did not recognize the found standing open.
through the double windows because they voice, and when he looked up, he saw only. Another fraternity member, who
couldn't get it down the stairs, and buried the shadow of a man.
, wished to remain nameless, said he saw
him in the yard," Downs said.
Mcintyre said he has had a physical [nez while studying in the ch apter room
"Tulips grow over his grave," said J. experience with the ghost.
one night.
.
•
Scott Mcintyre, senior from Bardwell,
"I awoke one night and couldn't move,
"I heard ometliing coming down the
pointing to a spot beside the house. he said. "It was like someone was holding steps, but nothing was there," he said. "I
"We've tried to dig them up, but they keep me down."
happened to look up and see a woman's
coming back."
Marvin
Zwahlen,
junior
from face reflected in the composite picture."
Footsteps roam the house and lights Evansville has heard footsteps and doors
Indeed there are many unexplained
that were turned off are mysteriously slamming, and Mcintyre backs up his happenings. Whether or not they are
turned back on while attic windows that story.
occurences of the supernatural, however,
were securely shut have been reopened by
"I've heard footsteps come to my door is left to the mind of the believer.
BY j ENNIFER POTIER

.L egends of beasts add mystery to LBL
dows and doors and stayed up by the fire
with the shotgun in my lap. I learned the
next morning that Ben down the road had~
Land Between the Lakes is a place of n't made it home."
laughter, picnics, and history, but during
Several Univesity students tell stories of
the Halloween season, LBL becomes a the same nature. Some have heard the
place of mystery and legends.
screams and others have heard the howlQuite possibly the most notorious story ing.
to students ofthe University is the story of
LBL employees and rangers have even
the creature that roams LBL. The people seen the beast. It is said to resemble a
who carry the most history about this leg- large mountain lion, standing approximatend are the ones who have lived through ley five feet tall, and walks on its hind legs.
the decades of change in Kentucky-the
According LBL rangers, many of the
ones who have lived through the history.
sighting reports of this beast come from
The old-timers are the ones to consult on the Energy Lake Recreation area.
the stories surrounding LBL, especially
A creature of another kind has also been
the legend of the beast within those woods. sighted on the grounds of LBL. Several
"Shoot, people camp down there now people claim to have seen a devil-like creawhere we didn't dare live, or even let our ture near the old Tennessee House Hotel in
youngins gather wood," said one old timer. Golden Pond. It was described as having a
"We knew there was something out there," very large wing span and it seemed to float
he said. "Too many of our hogs and cattle as though it were flying. The last known
were being found torn to pieces. Wasn't no sighting of this creature was in 1974 by a
wild dogs or coyotes either.
truck driver who was passing under the
"It left big tracks too, like a wolf, but you bridge located over the Trace, near the
could put your whole fist in it. We all went Golden Pond area.
looking for it one evening. There was about
Another legend of LBL is the story of the
12 of us. Some of us got separated. Wasn't grave of the unknown baby. During the
too much later we heard something tum of the century, when L~L was the
screamin' at the top of its lungs. It kept land between the rivers, a small body of a
screamin' and screarnin' just like a woman. dead baby washed up on the shore of the
"Then it stopped as suddenly as it began. Tennessee River. No one that lived there at
Then came the howling. I never ran so fast the time knew who this young child was or
in all my life. Got home, bolted all the win- from where it had come.
BY KATIE T HOMAS

STAFF WRrrn

An elderly couple took pity on the baby
and gave it a proper burial with the epitaph of the tombstone reading "Unknown
Baby."
The mysterious part of the story is that
every year on the the same night, the same
type of flowers show up on the grave. To
this very day, the giver of the flowers
remains unknown.
Surely there can not really be beasts and
ghosts among us at LBL. Surely these stories are only made up to scare people at
campfires in the darkness of night.
But keep in mind the last time you
camped out at LBL. It was just around
sunset and you had your campfire slowly
going. The atmosphere around you was
filled with sounds of crickets, frogs and an
occasional owl.
Suddenly you hear something rustling in
the leaves behind you, something large
Something that made the hair on your
neck twitch and made you very afraid to
turn around. Something you could imagine
having long claws, pointed fangs and red
eyes.
Then you quickly turn around and see
that there is not anything there after all.
Were you scared for a minute? Did you sit
motionless? Was there sweat on your brow,
and did your hair stand on end?
There is an eerie silence in the air. The
fire is dying and it is almost pitch dark.
Now do you believe?

BY MANDY WOLF

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Legend has it that a restless
spirit roams the Fine Arts
Building and Johnson Theatre.
Some say he inhabits the elevator shaft. Others say he
dwells in Johnson Theatre.
The legend varies from person to person and almost yearly a new story emerges about
the strange occurances in the
building.
Roger Reichmuth, interim
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, said the
legend of the ghost began when
the Price Doyle Fine Arts building was erected in 1970.
Reichmuth said the gossip
about a ghost began when the
elevators started malfunctioning.
"People began to talk when
the elevators began acting
funny, as elevators do,"
Reichmuth said.
He said students began calling the spirit "Vincent van
Ghost."
((The elevators are always
broken, it seems," said Sara
Moore, junior frotn Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Moore is a music major and
said she spends much of her
time in the Fine Arts Building.
Moore said some students
hear piano music echo throughout the building from empty
classrooms.
"I think it's kind of cool,"
Moore said.
Elizabeth Stokes, sophomore
from Murray, said she has
heard the scratches and noises
in the elevator are results of
the ghost.
Stokes does not believe the
rumors, however.

"I don't believe there are
ghosts who haunt an area just
out of spite," Stokes said.
Johnson Theatre is also a
suspected dwelling for the spirit.
Janet Hester, senior from
Hopkinsville, said she is taking
a class in the theater but has
not personally had anything
happen.
"I don't know why it is supposed to be haunted," Hester
said. "Until I have something
happen to me, then I have no
reason to believe its haunted."
David Balthrop, director of
theater, also said he has not
witnessed anything supernatural in the theater.
"I've never been involved
.with anything or seen anything
that would lead me to believe
it's haunted," Balthrop said.
Balthrop said rumors of
ghosts or spooks occur at many
theaters.
Phil Hammonds, senior from
Cunningham, said it is common theater etiquette 'to leave
a light on to help a ghost in a
theater, who some believe may
. be Robert E. Johnson himself.
Johnson Theater is no different. The theater members say
they have a light on a pole in
the floor for the ghost.
Jenny Tharp, sophomore
from Sturgis, said she has
heard a ghost haunts one particular seat in the theater.
"I think there's always one
seat down in it," Tharp said.
"That's just what Pve heard, I
don't know."
Although it is unknown if a
gb.ost actually haunts the Fine
Arts complex, it is a fact that
Vincent van Ghost is a popular
guy on campus, even if he isn't
exactly alive.

R.I.P.

Students get freaky with Hallowe·e n ball
BY JESSICA

RAv

REPORTER

The annual Freakers Ball, a
Murray State University tradition, will take place Oct. 31
from 8 to 11 p.m. in the Curris
Center Dance Lounge.
The Freakers Ball is a
Halloween dance and costume
party, said Mary Sammons,
vice president of programming
for
Residence
Halls
Association.
The ball is free and open to

r

all University students.
RHA will provide free snacks,
canned drinks, and punch.
There will also be a disc jockey
provided by Perfect Mix Inc.
and prizes awarded for the costume contest.
"Anyone
involved
with
Murray State can come out,"
Sammons said. "Bring a
friend."
RHA has been sponsoring
this annual ball since the mid1970s.
"We're going by word of

mouth and posters," Sammons
said abou t the advertising techniques being used this year.
"We are hoping for fifty or
more participants," Sammons
said. "We had a particularly
good turn out last year."
April Nall, vice president of
administration for RHA, said
she wil1 be attending this year's
ball.
Nall said the group is proud
to be sponsoring an event
where students can have fun
and be safe.

Jen Allen, senior from
Harrisburg, Ill., said she
at~ended the ball last year
when she was a resident adviser.
'"All the RA's went over
together," Allen said. "I had a
good time."
"I think it was a good place
for us to all go out and relieve
stress in a safe atmosphere,"
Allen said.
"I hope it will go over well,"
Sammons said. "I'm looking forward to it. It will be fun."

Danny Vowell/ Photo Editor
Graveyards such as this one p rovide the perfect setting for
tales of terror during Halloween.
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Racers earn first hoJDe win
BY C HRIS CAMPBELL
STAFf WRITER

It was just the thing the Murray State volleyball team (7-11 overall, 4-5 in Ohio Valley
Conference play) was looking for, and with the
help of great defense and bench support, the
Racers achieved their first home victory of the
season in their fifth try Tuesday at Racer Arena.
The Lady Governors of Austin Peay State
came to Racer Arena after a narrow victory
against
the

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

junior outside hitter Wendy Gibson tries to help H urray State
kill Austin Peay State Tuesday at Race r Arena.

Cats
primed
for big
season

"Any time our defense is picking up balls, that
really helps us," said Juenger,.
Bridges, a native of Havana, Ill., provided 6
kills, a dig and a block assist to help finish off
the Lady Governors.
"Melissa hasn't had a whole lot of playing time
this season," Bowlin said. "She came in tonight
and helped us out a lot, and I'm really proud of
the way she played."
'
Domination was the key for the third game, as
the MSU offense went wild. J unior outside hitter

Delk, Mercer
keys of deep,
strong roster

W e n d y

Gibson came
Racers Sept.
' ' Austin Peay was a really tough team
26
in
through with
C l arksville,
eight
kills
to defend against because they f!JiX
Tenn. Head
and a teamup their offense so much, but we
coach Brenda
high of 23
Bowlin
and
digs, and she
started picking up a lot more balls,
several team
tied J uenger
members
for
blocks
and I'm glad we did so well.
talked
of
with
two.
revenge, and
Brenda Bowlin Meanwhile,
they delivered.
the
attack
' '
"I'm really
was primariproud of the way we played tonight," said Bowlin ly led by sophomore setter Kristi Hoffman and
when speaking of the Racer's 15-9, 16-14, 15-7 freshman middle hitter Stephanie Diebold, who
win in front of 185 fan5.
led the team by tallying 14 kills.
After a solid first set, the match tensed up as
Five Racers scored in double-figures in digs,
APSU pulled together to give the Racers a run but Bowlin still feels defense was the major facfor their money.
tor in the victory.
The game was determined by the superb bench
"Austin Peay was a really tough team to
play of junior middle hitter Melissa Bridges and defend against because they lllix up their offense
senior outside hitter Shelly Juenger.
so much," she said. "But we started picking up a
"I'm really proud of the way Shelly ha.s been so lot more balls, especially during the second and
consistent," Bowlin said. "She has been strong third games, and I'm glad we did so well."
all year-round."
The Racers end their four-game homestand
Juenger, a native ofBelleville,lll., who racked with matches against Morehead State Friday at
up nine kills, three digs and two blocks, thought 7 p.m., Eastern Kentucky Saturday at 1 p.m.
the defense of the team did an excellent job and and ending with "Attendance Record Night"
kept the Racers in command.
against Tennessee-Martin Tuesday at 7 p.m.

1---.

Riflers shoot
to 4th at TTU
from Louisville, Colo., won the
individual air rifle competition
with a score of 391, and also
A 39-point loss would be dev- took team honors with an 1151
astating for a football or bas- in the smallbore category, good
ketball team, but for Murray for ninth place overall. Chance
State's rifle team, it could be a is taking her success in stride
blessing in disguise.
despite the tough 'ITU range.
With a scrambled lineup and
"It (the facility) wasn't that
a poor facility at Saturday's distracting," she said. "You just
Tennessee Tech Invitational in have to live with it and do the
Cookeville, the Racers placed best you can."
fourth with a score of 6088.
The Racers have two more
chances to shoot out fellow
Xavier won the event.
Head coaob Elvis Green national contender Xavier,
altered his tea~ to g~t a feel for starting Saturday at the Pat
which shooters will be on tar- Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart
get when they are a member of Stadium.
Team
captain
the starting squad. Green is Amanda Stone, a junior from
pleased with tbe results, even Wyoming, Mich., feels that the
though some ofMSU's top indi- Racers are already even with
vidual scores did not count in the Musketeers in terms of talthe team results.
ent, and thinks that there is
"We need some work, for roorri for improvement.
sure, but I changed the team
"I know we11 do a lot better
around because I need to know this weekend," said Stone, who
how they will react under totaled an 1135 in the smallmatch conditions," he said. "We bore round and shot a 387 with
are looking for a NCAA cham- the air rifle. "There's no doubt
pionship, and I have to find out in my mind that we'll match
how to form the right team."
their score from last weekend,
Iryt Chance, a sophomore if not beat it."
BY M IKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Renea Cates, a junior from C entral City, returns a sho t during the Hurray State Wome n's Doubles
Tournament last weeke nd at the Be nnie Purcell T ennis Courts.

Women's tennis serves
seconds at home meet
B Y BRIAN SM ITH
ASSISTA.Nl SPORTS EDITOR

MSU finishes fall
in 8th at Miller
BY B RIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's golf team finished their fall season
Tuesday at the Hilltopper!Racer Classic at the Miller Memonal
Golf Course.
The Lady Racers finished eighth out of 13 teams as PUrdue won
the tournament, followed by Arkansas State.
The three-day event also marked MSU's best round of the year,
which pleased head coach Velvet Milkman.
"I was very happy after our round on Tuesday, which was our
lowest of the year and the most consistent round out of our team
in a while," Milkman said. "We did well for the fall season, and we
ended on a positive note."
The Lady Racers shot an 1833 (608-595-630), with freshman
Melanie Kopperud posting the low score for the Lady Racers,
shooting a 256 (89-81-86). Kopperud also led the team last week
at the Arkansas State Classic.
"I played pretty good, but everyone could have played better,"
Kopperud said. "I'm a little disappointed about the season, and
we should.have done better in a few of the tournaments, but the
last couple of tournaments we started to play more as a team, and
I'm looki~g forwaN. to the spring."
Other scores meltttled Brandi Stevenson's 258 (85-84-89), Mikki
McCleary's 259 (87-82-90), Rechelle Cadwell's 260 (86-82-92),
Connie Steely's 262 (83-90-89), Joy Roach's 266 (89-85-92) and
Jennifer Langford's 272 (89-91-92).

The Murray State women's
tennis team made an impressive showing at the Murray
State Doubles Tournament
Sunday at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts.
The six-team event included
Ball State, Southwest Missouri
State,
Tennessee
Tech,
Tennessee-Martin, and Xavier.
The Lady ~cers captured four
of the five round-robin
matcbups, with their only loss
against Ball State.
The combination of sophomore Martha Zimmer and
freshman Brooke Berryman
posted a 5·0 mark in the tour-

nament. The duo has also
given the Lady Racers a solid
number two team,as they went
9-2 for the fall schedule.
"Since we have been playing
together all year, we know that
we can count on each other,"
Berryman said. "We complement each other well and we
know where the other is going
to be at all times.
"This tournament really
helped us as team and helped
us to work on things as individuals to help our doubles play."
Head coach Connie Keasling
did experiment with several
doubles combinations, such as
Renee Cates and DeAnna
Carroll, Berryman and Amy
Gemmill, Carroll and Angela

Brooks and Brooks and
Gemmill. Keasling was also
happy with the way the team
played in the fall.
"I think that earlier in the
season, I put too much emphasis on who I was going to put
with what person in doubles
play, but now I know that no
matter who I put together, they
are going to win," Keasling
said. "I really feel we have a
good group here, and nothing is
impossible with the potential
that these players have."
Up next for the Lady Racers
will
be
the
Memphis
Invitational Friday through
Sunday in Memphis, Tenn. The
meet will be the team's last
match of the fall season.

AOK wins women's title
B y MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The intramural flag football schedule is nearing the postseason playoffs, and no team seems
to be more ready than the women's league regular season champion, the AOK team.
Despite having to play both ways without substitutions, AOK (6-0) clinched its title and the
top seed in the playoff bracket Tuesday at the

intramural fields by beating Alpha Omicron Pi
(3-3) 26-6 in a rescheduled game. AOK then completed an undefeated record with a 12-0 victory
over Alpha Gamma Delta (3-3).
Quarterback/safety Rechelle Cadwell, a senior
from Calvert City, threw a 13-yard touchdown
pass to Velvet Milkman and ran for a two-yard
score as AOK gathered all their points in the second half against the Alpha Gams. Both twopoint conversions failed.

Can you hear it? The roar
of the crowds, the thrill of
excitement and suspense.
Jubilation throughout universities and college campuses. No, it is
not Super
SPORTS
B o w 1
Sunday or TALK
the
Los
---1
Angeles CHRIS
metropoli- CAMPBELL
tan area '--- - - - - - 1
after the O.J. Simpson verdict. I'm talking about college basketball.
Beware the Ides of March,
for a championship prediction has been made. This
year's national champion
will not be UCLA, North
Carolina, or Arkansas, but
rather a small little school
out of a small little town
right here in Kentucky, and
they play in a small little
arena called Rupp. Anyone
still clueless? The "Big Blue
Machine" is already rolling,
and head coach Rick Pitino is
behind the wheel.
The
University
of
Kentucky has let many people down over the last couple
of years. Disappointing losses to Marquette, North
Carolina and Michigan have
ended very promising seasons for the Cats. And let's
not forget the 1992 regional
final against Duke, which
has to be considered one of
the all-time greatest college
basketball games ever
played (although the right
team did not walk away the
winners). That, is all in the
past, and the future has a big
NCAA trophy waiting at the
end of the road.
The Wildcats won the 1995
Southeastern Conference
Tournament and advanced
to the Elite Eight of the 1995
NCAA Tournament, but UK
has made great strides on
last year's success.
Over the offseason, Pitino
bas accomplished what
almost all coaches dream of
their entire careers. He got
rid of the inconsistent
Rodrick Rhodes, made an
All-American out of 6'1"
Tony Delk, and put together
the best recruiting class in
the nation.
By the way, if you do not
know about how good the
new group is, it is led by
Ohio State transfer Derek
Anderson, who only averaged over 25 points per game
in the 1994-95 season. It also
includes Ron Mercer, the
number-two high school
player in the nation last
year. But Wildcat fans
should not get too excited, as
the National Basketball
Association lurks in his
immediate future.
In the frontcourt, the
Wildcats are so loaded that
they could redshirt junior
Jared Prickett with little
concern. Meanwhile, Pitino
is toying with a lineup of
Mercer, Walter McCarty and
Antoine Walker, which
would form the fastest frontcourt trio in America.
Add that to Pitino's tough
full-court press, a bench
deeper than the national
debt, and the fact that over
80 percent of last year's scoring returns, there will be
only a handful of teams able
to stand in UK's way.
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Racers edge into
8th spot this week

1. McNeese St. (77)
7-0-0
2. Appalachian St. (B) 7-0-0
3. Stephen F. Austin (2) 7-0-0
4. Troy St.
8-0-0
5. Delaware (1)
7-0-0
6-1-0
6. Eastern Kentucky
7. Marshall
5-2·0
8. Murray St.
7·0·0
9. Hofstra (1)
8-0-0
10. Montana
6-2-0
11 . Northern Iowa
5-2-0
12. Southern
6-1-0
13. Georgia Southern 5-2-0
14. Northwestern
6-2·0
15. James Madison
6-2-0
16. Northern Arizona
6-2-0
17. Florida A&M
6-1-0
18. Eastern Illinois
6·1-0
19. Richmond
5-1-1
20. William and Mary
5-3-0
21 . Connecticut
6·1·0
22. Indiana St.
6·2-0
23. Jackson St.
5-2-0
24. Jacksonville St.
6-2·0
25. Boise St.
4-3-0
Source: The Sports Network

Sigma~-A

2
4
5
7

2-4
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the Racers of the Week.
Chance, a sophomore from Louisville, Colo., won the
individual air rifle crown at Saturday's Tennessee Tech
Invitational in Cookeville. Chance scored a 391 and placed
ninth in the smallbore competition with an I lSI to lead the
Murray State rifle team to fourth, 39 points behind event
winner Xavier.
Grogan. a sophomore from Murray, scored the high individual score for the Murray State men's golf team as the
Racers placed 16th Tuesday at the the Persimmon
Ridge/Kentucky Intercollegiate at the Persimmon Ridge
Country Club in Louisville. Grogan shot a 239 for the
three-day, 54-hole tournament, firing rounds of 79 and 75
Sunday and Monday, respectively, before Tuesday's 76. MSU
combined to score a 956 at the event.

Intercollegiate Equestrian Horse Show-8 a.m. at West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Men's Tennis-Kentucky Invitational in Lexington
Rifle Tournament-Xavier/Rose-Hulman/Austin Peay St. vs. MSU at
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart Stadium
Women's Tennis-Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Volleyball-Eastern Kentucky vs. MSU at 1 p.m. at Racer Arena
Footbaii-MSU at Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m. in Cookeville, TN.

6-0
4-2
3-3
3-3

2-4
2-4
1·5

SUNDAY

MEN'S COMPETITIVE
LEAGUE (RUN-N-SH'OOT):
UnWGd Fathers
4·2
• Blue Wings
4·2
Da Chee1ahs
3-3
Gamma Betas
3-3
Cardinals
3-3
Sick Wid It
3-3
Si!Jlla Pi·B
2-4
Alpha Tau Omega B-Team 2-4
MEN'S COMPETITIVE
LEAGUE (LONGEST Y ARO)
Shuck and Jive
6-1
Scallywags
5-1
FUBAR
5-1
Steel Shaft
4·2
Cobras
3-3
Black and Decker
1-4
Packers
1~
Raging Bulls
0-5

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

lryt Chance and Adam Grogan have been named as

SATURDAY

().6
().6

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
AOK
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron PI
Alpha Delta Pi
Cuetvo Gold Girls
Sigma Signa Sigma

8
3

Cross Country-OVC Championships at Cape Girardeau, MO.
Women's Tennis-Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Intercollegiate Equestrian Horse Show-s p.m. at West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Men's Tennis-Kentucky Invitational in Lexington
Volleyball-Morehead St. vs. MSU at Racer Arena at 7 p.m.

3-3

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Sigma Phi

Sports
Notebook

FRIDAY

Standings as of October 24:
FRATERNITY LEAGUE:
Lambda Chi Alpha
5-0
Sigma Chi
5-1
Alpha Tau Omega
4-1
Pi Kap Alpha
4·2

Prv

11
6
14
12
17
19
10
21
18
20
16
12
15
NR
NR
24
1\fl

Sports Calendar

Intramural Flag Football

Although MSU took a much-needed
weekend off this last week, they moved up
in the poll thanks to a loss by Montana.
The Racers will play at Tennessee Tech
Saturday at 3 p.m. The rest of the Division
l·AA Top 25 is as follows:
Record

91

SCORECARD

Intercollegiate Equestrian Horse Show-8 a.m. at West
Kentucky Exposition Center
Men's Tennis-Kentucky lnvita1ional in Lexington
Women's Tennis-Memphis Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.

TUESDAY
Volleybaii-UT-Martin vs. MSU at 7 p.m. at Racer Arena

Men ' s Club Soccer

Rifle Tourney

Standinge as of Oct. 15:

ATO Alliance
United Nations
Mulva
FC Team A
Kickers

CMd E. Hokler/Graphlcs Editor

3-0-2
2-0-3
2-1-2
1-2-1
0-5-0

The Murray State women's club soccer team fin-

Team
Pta.
1. Xavier
4594·1533-6127
2. Jacksonville St.4600·1514-6114
2. Tenn. Tech
4588-1520-6108
4. Murray St.
4563-1525-6088
5. Mercer
0-1386-1386

ished a sweep of Western Kentucky. The Lady Racers followed up their S-2 win Oct. IS at Cutchin Field with
Saturday's 4-1 victory over the Lady Hilltoppers in Bowling
Green, having never trailed in either match of the inaugural
home-and-home series.

15.1

Alpha Epsilon Rho
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Goodbye (sniffle) afterlhlngs.
Hello Tori. Adkov, and Llzl

HELP WANTED- creativeenterprising students or
campus organizations to
distribute flyers for adventure
travel and spring break
prQgrams. FREE TRIPS· Great
Commission and EXPerience BEACH OR ADVENTURE
ECO-TREKS In BellzeCancun-Jamalca-Hawall. Call
Kirk· Student Adventure Travel
1-800-328·7513.

Brum -Thanks for a wonderful
Blrlhdayll'll never forget it.
Oooo, David, you ahr soo
smahrt, you ahr!
Jessl, does your canary drink
rootbeer?
Pencil
Allison-Thanks for everything
lhatyou'vedoneforme. You're
the bes11 AI.A Love, Maria
What about breakfast at
Stephanie's'?
lll's, we had a blast at Fall
Festl Can't wait until the Olympics! Love. the sisters of D:I:
Mavis, will you be the queen'
of my double-wide Harley'?
The man In leather

$1000 FUNDRAISEA
Fraternities, Sororities &
Student Organizations, You've
seen credit oard fundralsers
before, but you've never seen
the Citibank fundralser that
pays $5.00 per application.
can Donna at 1-800·932·'05~
ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive a FREE camera

Darwin was right.

Eam $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! SellS Trips & Go
Freel Best Trips & Prices!
Cancun, Jamaica, Aoridal
Spring Break Travell1·800·
678-6386

Jillybean. she's tall and lean
and when she's studying, she
getsmean. Cutestglrll've ever
seen. We all love Jlllybean

Kitchen Help and Waitress
positions now available. Apply
In person at The Big Apple
Cafe, 641 South, Puryear.

Moulder has skinny legs with
no bruises
.

HELP WANTED
FUNDRAISER- Have fun
earning $500+ In one week!
Student Organizations
needed for marketing on
campus. Must be motivated
and organized. Call1-800·
592-2121 ext 313
Food product demonstrators
needed for area grocery
stores. Must be available
Friday and Saturday. Call The
Demo Company. 1-800-4666284

M~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY'

Deadline••.••• Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Wanted: reliable part-time
restaurant kitchen help,
hostess. salad girl and bus
girl. Entry-level, no experience necessary. Evenings &
weekends. Ideal for Wldents
needing some extra money.
Brass Lantem Restaurant in
Aurora. Call (502) 474-2n3
Wantedl!! Individuals, Student
Organizations and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '96. Eam MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL
THE NATION'S LEADER,
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. http://www.icpt.com
1·800.327-6013

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING- Eam up to $2,000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
Experience necessary. For
more Information call 1-206·
634-Q468 ext. C55381

Help! The Never Ever Too Old
Club (N.E.T.O.) needs a togo.
We'll pay you $50 Ifyour logo is
the best. Tum In your entry In
the Comfort Zone In Ordway
Hall. Call the Zone at 762·4486
for Information.

NOTICE
FREE FINANCIAL Atbl over
$6 Billion in private sector
grants & Scholarships is now
available. All students are ell·
gible regardless of grades,
Income, or parenrs income.
Let us help. Call Student Fl·
nancial Services: 1:a00 •263~
6495 ext. F55381

23rd Annual
~
National Broadcasting Society Auction
Nov. 7-9
7- 10 p.m.
Murray-Mayfield Cablevision Channel 11

Who Is John Galt?

131t3APPLt CAft.

FOR SALE
Spring Break Early Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 7 Days
$2791 15 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun &Jamaica From$3991
Panama City Room With
Kitchen $1191 Key West.1 Daytonal Cocoa Beach! Prices
- Increase '11/21 & 12/151 Hurryl
1-800·678·6386

G. I. Joe and STARWARS
TOYS Cash paid for collections Large and small502-7591981

For Sale Cannon AE-1 cameral with flash. Excellent condl·
tlon. Great for beginning photography student. $100 Call
753·7272 or 435-4656

Foreign Students· DV-1
Greencard Progr available.
20231 Stagg, Canoga Park
CA. 91306 TEL 1·800.660.
7167

1983 Chevy Pick-up 16,000 mi.
on re-built engine, new tires
phone 435-4153

RATES

641 South

Puryear, Tenn.
981-247-5798

Serving Mexican. Food &_
Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar open till midnight

INDEX

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Lesfie £.arrison
and the

Sigma Softball Tearn
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You may
qualify for a

Treas Lum.ber

$5,000

A full line of Paint, Lumber, a.nd Concrete Bloclra
for Those Custom Shelf Units

bonus with
Air Force nursing!

10% OFP for MSU l'ACULTY c!c STUDENTS

*Excluded: Sale It~~s. Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

Bel· Air Shopping

Store Hours:

Center

Monda.y·Fr!da.y 7:30 a.m. · 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. • 4 p.m.

789 ·1390

Contact an Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more information. Or call

1-800-423-USAF.
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Thank You Sigm~ Pi
We Had A Great Time
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6-0 Season

And Special Thanks
To Our Coaches Dan Johnson and Jason
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MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further iTJformation dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
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Continued from Page 1

She is in the child development program.
Eric and Libby Carlson are both at
Murray State this semester after several years away from college. Eric
Carlson is a junior in business. Libby
Carlson is returning to Murray State
to pursue a degree in design.
Velvet Wilson, director of Student
Support Services (SSS), said four
members of the family are receiving
assistance from SSS. Steve and Joyce
Givens also work at the Adult
Learning Center. Stephanie Thomas
has tutored at Student Support

Services and plans to tutor again next
semester.
Bing Thomas said Student Support
Senices has helped him in his transition to college.
"I came in my freshman year, and
(SSS) offered tutoring services,"
Thomas said. "I was concerned I
wouldn't be successful, concerned
about the lapse of years. Student
Support Services made a great difference in the transition. My tutor did a
fantastic job and helped develop a love
for learning."
Wilson said Student Support
Services helps students in several
ways.
'We provide academic support services," Wilson said. "We work with
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students in selecting courses, help
them in flling for fmancial aid, and
provide tutoring. We are a support
program, a retention program, and a
helping program."
Student Support Services is federa lly funded by the U.S. Department of
Education. Wilson said the program
has survived recent threats of budget
cuts.
"Our program was slated to be cut,
but it has been accepted for the fiscal
year 1996-97," Wilson said.
Wilson said SSS helps students with
one or more of three specific characteristics. Students must be the first
generation in their family to attend
college, show financial need, or show
an academic need.

"We arc limited in that we serve 180
students each year," Wilson said.
Student Support Services currently
has four full-time staff members and
has hired four graduate students and
one undergraduate student as tutors.
Wilson said Steve and Joyce Givens
and their children are a good example
of what SSS tries to accomplish.
"The Givenses were part of the
Educational Talent Search program,
which brought them to our program
and got them into school," Wilson said.
"Now we are trying to help them while
they are here. Each member of the
family is a unique individual and very
motivated. They all really work hard."
Wilson said SSS hold's several helpful workshops.

next year if they would like to
continue to be involved.
The residential college mentors will be faculty, staff and
community members who volunteer, are approved by the
head, and receive an appointment to a college. Upon successful completion of this service position, the advocates
may apply or be nominated for
mentor or fellow positions.
Applications will be sent to
all
faculty members in
November and are due in to the
residential coJlege head selection committee by Dec. 15.
"We are looking for faculty

who have a record of working
well with students," said Dr.
Don Robertson, associate vice
president of student affairs.
"We are brainstorming right
now to think of people we feel
would be good. We will go seek
those folks out and encourage
them to apply," Robertson said.
Reichmuth said retired faculty could play a very positive
role in the residential colleges
because of the time and experience they could potentially
bring to the position.
The subcommittee, headed by
Reichmuth, includes Dave
Blackburn, associate director of

affairs, which currently occupies the fifth floor of Sparks
Continued from Page 1
Hall. This department is proitors to this campus," he said. posed to be transferred to the
"The admissions office is University's General Services
crowded and definitely needs to Building, located on the north
end of campus.
expand."
Also affected by the change
One option for University is
would be the department of to close Central Store, the
development and alumni University's office supply store,

and reallocate that space to
development and alumni
affairs. While this is a possibility, Fitzgibbon said the
University has several options
to explore.
"It is our intent to move
school relations and other
departments," he said. "But we
have several alternatives."

in working with students in
traditional and non-traditional
academic and social settings,"
Continued from Page 1
Reichmuth said. He also said
pare for such programs as fellows will be recognized for
Summer "0" and Great their excellence as residential
Beginning, and becautle they college participants by students
already hold a great deal of and peers.
responsibility
at
the
The rank of "fellow" will be
University.
reserved for those who have
The . residential college fel- previously served as advocates
lows will be faculty, staff and and mentors. Reichmuth said
community members who his committee has recommendapply or are nominated, ed that no fellows be appointed
approved by the head and next year and that those in the
assigned to a college.
current faculty fellows program
"Fellows have unique demon- under Paula Hulick,director of
strated interests and abilities
housing, be named mentors
I

RESIDENTIAL

CHANGE

In the Oct. 20 edition of The
Murray State News, it was
incorrectly reported that the
1995 Penny Wars are being
sponsored by the Residence
Hall Association.
National Residence Hall
Honorary sponsors it.

The Murray State News

Thanks to

Heather Wilzbacher
for all your hard work
on Homecoming.

Everything was Wondertul! ·

"We track and monitor the progress
of all our students," Wilson said. "If
they are having trouble academically,
we try to find the reasons and try to
assist them any way we can."
Thomas said SSS has provided support and help to him in several areas.
"Student Support Services offers a
quiet place to study, and there is a
real atmosphere of helping," Thomas
said. "Everybody is really flexible and
helpful, the administration as well as
the tutors. SSS has combined several
things together to work with the student. It is tailored to the student who
needs help in certain areas. Even from
a social point, it provides a place
where people can talk about concerns
and life, and be a friend."

housing, Lori Dial, registration
records supervisor, Bill Payne,
assistant to vice president,
Tricia Richerson, undergraduate from Murray, Mary Paul
Sammons, undergraduate from
Louisville, Rebecca Sullivan,
resident director and graduate
student who experienced residential colleges at Michigan
State, Amy Varner, undergraduate of Murray and James
Willis, president of faculty senate. The committee will conduct
interviews and will make recommendations to the president
who will then appoint the college heads by Feb. 1, 1996.

Robertson said other committee reports will follow now that
the role of faculty has been
determined and he talked
about other issues under study.
"We are currently looking at
ways to reorganize funds and
divert some dollars to pay for
this," Robertson said. "It will
all be funded through a shifting
of resources within student
affairs and housing."
Robertson reinforced the
importance of stuaent involvement and understanding of the
residential college system as it
develops.
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STANDARD TIME RESUMES
OCtOBER 29

STODENT HEALTH

A~ll

will be closed

500

Oct. 3 1 -Nov. 3
for a
Mid-America College
Health Association meetihg .

.Have a great Fall Break!

Here is your chance to be a part of the
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Student Leadership
Developntent Board

,.~ · --~

(flJ
Little
C
aesars
·--

753-9078

Pick up applicatio ns in the Student Organizations Offic~:

Free Deliver·y

Requirements: 2.5 GPA and involved in at least two
other on - campus organizations.
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Applications are ~ue by noon on Oct. 31

II

Candid ates selected wiU be contacted
for an interview Nov. 1 - 2.

: 2 Medium Pizzas :: 2 Large Pizzas :
1
One Topping 11 One Topping 1
I

:

$6.99

::

I
I

Valid only with coupon at Murray
Little Caesars

1:
1

I

Expires Nov. 30

II

I

$8.99

:

Valid only with coupon at Murray :
Little Caesars
Expires Nov. 30

I
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Would like to congratulate the winners of

Teeter for Tots

AL<P
Thanks to all participants and donors •
Your help made Teeter for Tots a success!
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